
Psych 3102 

Introduction to Behavior genetics 

Lecture 13 

Identifying genes for behavioral 

traits 





- towards behavioral genomics 

QUANTITATIVE  

GENETICS 

biometrical methods 

natural genetic variation 

complex traits 

BEHAVIORAL  

GENOMICS 

identification of quantitative trait loci 

for complex, quantitative traits 

MOLECULAR  

GENETICS 

Mendelian methods 

single-gene traits 

gene action at DNA level 

positional cloning   -  identifying the location, sequence, product of a gene 

quantitative trait locus (QTL) -  a DNA sequence which has a 

quantitative effect on a trait  (ie contributes to genetic variation for that trait) 



Behavior across the living kingdoms 

Bacteria     prokaryote        

flagella 

positive & negative taxes 

chemotaxis    phototaxis 

- most genes found control rotation of 

flagella 

 

Paramecium    eukaryote 

Protist           cilia, flagella 

positive, negative chemotaxis 

- 20 genes involved in avoidance of 

noxious chemicals, heat  

Induced mutations -  chemical 

mutagens 



Slime mold 

finding oat 

flake in center 

of maze 

 

What is a slime 

mold? 

 

 

What type of 

behavior is 

this? 

 

Positive 

chemotaxis 



C. elegans   Nematode (roundworm)  induced mutations 

transgenics                                                          
6 chromosomes    XO= male, produces sperm   XX=hermaphrodite(eggs  

       and sperm) 

                1mm long, 3 week lifespan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

foraging, locomotion, associative learning behaviors only 

50% C.elegans 

genes match 

human genes 





Drosophila    Arthropod,  Insect   

phototaxis, geotaxis 

 

genetic mosaics – some cells in 

adult fly have different genetic material 

 

induced mutations 

transgenics                                                                                                           

                                                                      learning 

courtship     

        



Example of single gene influencing behavior 

Gypsy moth caterpillars       (Science, September, 2011) 

Moth lays eggs on tree, eggs hatch, eat tree leaves, move down tree 

during daytime to avoid predators 

Caterpillars infected with Lymantria virus typically move up tree, die in 

canopy and virus rains down infecting  caterpillars below 

How does virus cause this change in behavior? 

 

genome sequencing     knock-out 

egt gene – virus gene, product inhibits molting, keeps caterpillar 

moving up tree (normally stops when molting) 

Sequencing identified egt gene as suspect 

Virus engineered with knock-out egt did not induce climbing like virus 

with gene intact 

Virus with egt gene re-inserted induced climbing again 

 

 

 



Mice          Mammals 

gene targeting methods: 

knock-out mutants – specific genes are inactivated,  

                                    effects on phenotype observed 

transgenics – cells of mouse have ‘foreign’ DNA inserted  (knock-in) 

conditional knock-outs        

knock-down (RNAi)  siRNA  +8000 articles since 2010 

 

long-term memory    

50 genes that effect aggressive behavior     

100 genes that effect alcohol response 

 

 

 optogenetics – gene expression controlled by wavelength of light  

- can achieve controlled firing of  targeted neurons 





Example of use of transgenic mice 

Investigating BDNF locus and risk for anxiety and 

depression 

• Chen et al,  Science  (2006, 314,140) 

• SNP allele in BDNF gene (brain-derived neurotrophic factor) 

- previously found to be associated with alterations in brain anatomy 

(decrease in hippocampus volume) & memory, regulation of synaptic 

plasticity 

- implicated by some studies in anxiety and depression (20-30% of 

Caucasians have risk allele) 

 

BDNF val66met risk allele introduced into genome of mouse, making 

transgenic 

mice tested for levels of anxiety in open field and other measures 

- transgenic mice showed increased levels of stress-related behaviors 

- confirms role of gene in anxiety 

- not relieved by fluoxetine (Prozac) 

 





Identifying QTLs for quantitative traits in animals 

• many genes, each has only small effect on phenotype 

 

•  methods need to be able to detect small effects 

 

• methods need to allow use of quantitative data 

 

eg likelihood of linkage measured using variance in phenotype               
LOD score 

 LOD score of 3.6     false positive rate of 0.05        significant linkage 

 LOD score of 2.2     false positive rate of 1 genome-wide   “suggestive” 

 

reading disability in humans                       drug preference in mice 

 

 

 

 



Example: Use of linkage method     Flint et al       

      (Science,1995) 

A simple genetic basis for a complex psychological 

trait in lab. mice 

 

             

        mapped QTLs underlying measures of emotionality in mice 

 Methods 

 

1. made F2 intercross mice from high and low selected lines for open-field 

activity  -  this provided optimum spread of genotypes 

 

2. tested 879 of these F2 mice in open field for activity levels 

 

3. genotyped the highest and lowest 10% of these mice (96 mice in each 

case) using 84 markers spread across mouse genome 

 

4. obtained significant linkage to 6 loci on mouse genome 

 - these may be loci that influence activity level in open field  ,   

 

          but are they specific just for activity only in open field? 



 
5. bred another 384 F2 intercross mice 

6. obtained various other measures of emotionality by testing these mice     

defecation in open field  (r = -.86 with activity) 

           entry into open arms of elevated plus maze 

             activity in Y maze (dark, enclosed) 

 

7. to control for activity not associated to fear, tested mice for entry into 

closed arms of elevated plus maze. 

8. genotyped highest and lowest 10% of mice from these tests  

 Obtained significant linkage to 3 loci for the correlated measures 

of emotionality but not the control 

- analysis showed these 3 loci accounted for almost ALL of the 

genetic variation for these measures 

- analysis also showed the gene effects were ADDITIVE and 

independent (no epistasis) 

 



            Y maze                                    Elevated plus maze 



albino gene 



Results have been replicated and refined in further studies 

Why is this result important?  Can we relate it to emotionality 

(anxiety) in humans?  3 reasons: 

1. synteny homology  -  mouse and human chromosomes are 

similar in the layout of genes – if we know where a mouse gene is we can 

locate that same gene in humans much of the time 

OK, so mice might have similar genes to humans, but is the trait 

the same? 

 

2. anxiolytic drug action – drugs that relieve anxiety in humans also 

work on mice  -  indicates common neurophysiology 

 

3. electrophysiological and lesion experiments  - indicate a 

common neural substrate between mouse and humans for anxiety 


